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climate 
Since the last RCC report was published the nation has been made tragically'aware of 

sexual violence in our community, particularly as it affects defenceless children. 

The revelations of such criminal acts at all levels of society have been hard to bear, 

particularly in the case of those in authority, both civil and spiritual, who ~aye 

grievously abused their trust. As a result of the wide publicity given to these damaging 

experiences some action has been taken: but too much still remains to be done. In the 

meantime, as both the Government and the public at large come to a full acceptance 

of the tragedy existing in our midst, the services provided by the R.CC for victims of 

rape and sexual assault and adult victims of child sexual abuse - both female and 

male - are being availed of as never before. 
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Sadly, the demands on the services of the Dublin Rape Crisis Centre continue to 

increase: during 1994 our Centre dealt with a monthly average of about 350 calls. 

Furthermore, at anyone time we J:1ave had about 200 persons undergoing counselling 

and psychotherapy from our professional staff. 

Education continues to be a very important part of our activities. It enables us, in 

particular, to share with other professionals the considerable experience and skills we 

have acquired. We were very pleased to launch our course for the Diploma in Sexual 

Abuse Counselling and we believe that it will make a valuable contribution to the 

formation of a national body of expertise in that area. 

We are grateful for the increased financial contribution of the Minister for Health and 

the Eastern Health Board; but we are still enormously dependent upon the generosity 

of our voluntary supporters and the efforts of the Friends of the Centre. We thank 

them all for what they have done for us and hope that they will continue to support 

our work. 

Joseph Robins Chairman of the Boord of Directors 

Hi/tlry Pm/( Hrioll SWf"t"rIty 



sexual abuse 
boundaries 
In January 1993 reports began to emerge from the Former Yugoslavia concerning the 

systematic rape of women in special ,detention camps. In response to these reports the 

Dublin RCC submitted a proposal to the Minister for Foreign AHairs for the funding of 

a- training programme in crisis counselling for community workers from Croatia and 

Bosnia-Hertzegovina. The Government response was positive, and at the end of 

January we paid our first of many visits to Zagreb. In the course of these visits contacts 

were made with local groups working actively with refugees and participants selected 

for a training course. 

In June 1993 ten Croatian and Bosnian women came to Dublin for an intensive two

week training course at the RCC, developed by our staff in consultation with local and 

international bodies. In August we again visited Zagreb to assess the effectiveness of 

the course in terms of the local situation. Our findings encouraged us to proceed with 

further training, which took place there in January 1994. In discussion with 

humanitarian organisations the need for further programmes was identified, since 

many people working with refugees had had no previous training whatsoever. 

Following another training course" in Zagreb in November 1994 the programme was 

extended"into other areas of Croatia and to Bosnia.Hertzegovina, and it was decided 

to deliver two residential training courses in Split in May and two further courses in 

October. 
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Olive Braiden 

Funded by the Department of Foreign Affairs, these courses have enabled us to share 

the lessons we have learned from our own experience of rape and sexual abuse with 

a community whose sufferings have in this regard been traumatic to a point which we 

in Ireland still find difficult to comprehend or accept. What we have been able to do ' 

to help 0 though small in relation to the scale of the problem - has brought home to 

all of us the fact that sexual abuse knows no boundaries and makes no distinctions as 

between class or creed, men or women. In extending a helping hand to the victims 

of Croatia and Bosnia-Hertzegovina we are at the same time helping ourselves the 

better to counsel and assist our own sufferers. 

I would like to extend our sincere thanks to our first chairwoman, Gemma Hussey, for 

the deep concern and oUlstanding practical ability which she brought to her work 

with us, and to Senator Mary Henry who has proved a resourceful and dedicated 

chairperson of the Friends of the Centre, I would also like to take this opportunity of 

extending a warm welcome to our new chairman, Joe Robins, and to Mary Menton 

who has also joined us as Chair of our Friends. 

Olive Braiden Director 
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reality 
Scarcely a day now passes without a report in the media of a new case of rape or 

sexual abuse, particularly of children. Suddenly, it would appear, many in our 

.community who have been held back by family, social or other pressures have found 

the courage to confront a traumatic experience which hitherto they may not have 

been able to admit even to themselves. And as a result of their brave decision to 'go 

public' and seek some amends for what has been visited upon them none of us can 

any longer close our eyes to the brutal reality of the abuse of children, women and 

men by those in p~sitions of authority and trust. The increase in calls to our 24 hour 

telephone crisis service is immediate during periods of high exposure of such cases. 

While we can offer crisis appointments to callers we lack the resources to accept 

people into therapy at short notice. We maintain approximately 65 on our assessment 

list, waiting for admission to our programmes. In the circumstances much of our time 

is taken up with endeavouring to refer callers to appropriate alternative services. 

Those who can pay have some chance of receiving help, but for those who cannot 

there is a dearth of alternative services to which they can be referred. 

Our telephone counsellors offer an ongoing service for people awaiting a place. 

When our assessment list is open and victims come into our therapy programme they 

will normally be seen over a period of one to two years, depending on the severity of 

the abuse. During a recent crisis our 65 assessment vacancies were filled in one 

morning, leaving many disappointed and distressed people awaiting the next space. 
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advice 
The demand on our Education Service also increases during these periods: doctors, 

nurses, teachers and counsellors look for guiqance, advice and training because of the 

extra demands made on them. We also offer training programmes to those in contact 

with children and survivors of sexual abuse in the course of their work, but not all can 

avail of it because they are not released from work or because they are reluctant to 

enter the complex and stressful areas of child sexual abuse. In these cases we continue 

to offer consultancy whenever possible, 

Understandably these increasing demands on our services put our finances under 

severe pressure. We will receive £225,000 in statutory funding for 1995, a figure 

which falls far short of even our most basic outgoings. We have in the past made up 

the deficit through fund-raising, but it is becoming more and more difficult to bridge 

the gap. Our unique service is, sadly, in ever greater demand and, as a result our 

resources are seriously over-stretched. Unless we can look towards some increase in 

our statutory funding it is difficult to see how we can continue to offer adequate 

assistance to the growing numbers who are revealing themselves as victims of what 

is frequently an appalling history of abuse. 

The work of the Volunteer Telephone Counsellors 

Most people contact the RCC through the Crisis Line, staffed at night and at weekends 

by our volunteer telephone counsellors. The extent of their con~ributi0!1 is seen in the 

fad that 40% of our calls were received between 7pm'and Sam. The very significant rise in 

calls in November 1994 reflected public outcry at the disclosure of abuse of children 

by clergy while in positions of trust. An analysis was undertaken of the calls received 

during the period 18 November to 19 December 1994 when the media coverage of 

this issue was intense. It revealed that the callers were much older than usual. 
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round the 
Statistics for the year reflect an increase in the number of calls to the Crisis Line and 

in the number of clients seen for therapy. The'greatest increase - 25% - was in those 

seen for counselling, due both to the extra staff involved and to a different approach 

to the waiting list. Our limited resources w~re successfully deployed, with more people 

being seen than in the previous year. 

We have callers who need advice, information and reassurance; callers who, having 

experienced sexual abuse in the past are now 'recalling' it for the first time and are in 

crisis: these people are usually in need of appointments for counselling. When we 

know in advance of programmes or interviews on the subject of sexual abuse 

which are to be broadcast and when our crisis number is included we make 

provision for this situation. More often than not, however, we receive no prior notice. 

It is interesting to note the difference that emerged between the contacts on the Crisis 

Line and the clients seen in the RCC. The former were predominantly reporting past 

child sexual abuse (61.1 %) while the latter were mostly seeking help as a result of rape 

and adult sexual assault (45.8%) or rape and child sexual abuse (60.5%). 

The information given to us by our clients and those who contact us is enormously 

beneficial in informing our work: we are privileged to have access to it and 

acknowledge the pain and sadness so often involved in conveying it to us. In doing 

so our clients are teaching us .how to recover from the trauma of sexual abuse and 

rape. Through our work in the wider domain we hope to inform society· at large of 

this reality as a contribution to breaking the cycle of sexual abuse. 

Our thanks are due to Ronan Conroy, Lecturer in Biostatistics in the Department 

of Epidemiology and Preventative Medicine in the Royal College of Surgeons, 

Dublin, for his expertise with this statistical analysis. 
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• Child sexual abuse 

D Adult rape 

• Child abuse and adult rape 
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Therapy services 

The Therapy Department employs professional therapists. We provide crisis 

counselling for recent victims of rape and/or sexual assault and long-term therapy for 

adult victims of rape and child sexual abuse, both male and female. Our services cover 

information on legal, medical and social services, referral to appropriate agencies, 

liaison with other agencies and general advice and support. Counselling continues for 

as long as necessary, varying from client to client. 

We have changed our waiting list system which is now opened every four to five 

months with the date set well in advance. On this day we take approximately 65 

clients. All clients are offered a speedy assessment interview to ensure that the RCC is 

the agency most appropriate to their needs. Places are then allocated as they become 

available with considerable care being taken to cater for priority needs. The decision 

to adopt this procedure is aimed at reducing long waiting lists. 

• • crISIS couns 
The RCC therapy programmes offer a wid~. range of approaches. We provide both 

individual and group therapy. We also offer workshops "in 1994/5 Polly Devlin was 

our sponsor, allowing us to provide the service at no cost. 
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little;s avaiiable·Jor male,suiv;vors. There is also a peimanentwomen's 9.roup and an 

art therapy group, with people movirig'in arid out as places arise, A number of-short 

g·ro'up progranfmes are usually running" concurrently. We run many other 'groups_ 

throughout th'e year including women's groups, art ,therapy, and eating 'disorder 

groups, 
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sexual 
Preventative services 

The Training and Education Department, which employs five people, offers 

programmes in the area of sexual violence both to professionals and to the wider 

community. These embrace short information talks with school groups and 

community groups; one-day seminars focusing on issues related to the handling of 

disclosures of sexual abuse for teachers, youth leaders, clergy etc; and longer training 

modules covering training in therapeutic approaches to working with sexual abuse 

survivors, aimed at psychotherapists, psychologists, social workers and counsellors. 

A two-year post-graduate Diploma in Sexual Abuse was inaugurated in January 1995. 

Intended for experienced counsellors and psychotherapists who wish to develop their 

approaches and skills, it is held on one day a week over an l8-month period, followed 

by a further six month period of weekly supervision and client work. 

The three core elements of the course are the theory of sexual abuse counselling; 

supervised client work and the exploration of personal issues through participation in 

a facilitated group. Participants are assessed by independent external assessors on the 

basis of six written course assignments and supervision of client work, with a 

requirement of a minimum attendance of 90 per cent. 

The Training and Education Department also offers management training in 

addressing the issue of sexual harassmenfin the workplace. The programme involves 

lectures, group discussion, the presentation of case, histories and role plays. A detailed 

handbook is provided and a consultancy service is available to assist in the formulation 

of policy. 



abuse counselling 
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In-company training is supported by public one-day seminars in a number of locations 

countrywide. In April 1995 a special training video: Counting the Cost - Sexual 

Harassment in the Workplace, was launched with the support of the Bank of Ireland 

and other sponsors and has been extremely well received. 

A major project since 1993, referred to by the Director, has been the research, 

development and delivery of crisis counsellor training programmes in the Former 

Yugoslavia, funded by the Department of Foreign Affairs. 
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we can help 
The services the RCC provides 

• A 24-hour Telephone Crisis Line 

• A Crisis Counselling Service for recent victims of rape and sexual assault 

• Long-term therapy for adult victims of child sexual abuse and 

sexual violence 

• Training of professionals who work with victims of sexual violence 

in Ireland 

• Training of professionals and volunteers from the Former Yugoslavia 

• Training programmes on preventing Sexual Harassment for Managers 

and Supervisors in industry 

• Diploma course in Sexual Abuse Counselling 

• Educational programmes on other aspects of sexual abuse 

• Research and statistics 



The legal and judicial process 

However well supported and funded, the RCC's ability to achieve its aims remains 

subject to what it sees as necessary changes in the law governing rape and sexual 

abuse in the wake of the judgment given in the Court of Criminal Appeal in March 

1995 in what has become known as the 'X Case'. While every section of this 

judgement is a cause for concern the court's acceptance of counsel's arguments that 

This case should be distinguished from a case of out and out rope' and that there were 

'no circumstances of force or duress' displays a total ignorance of the effects of unlawful 

carnal knowledge on a child victim. 



best is not enough 
It is clear, as one commentator has put it, that I there still persists the notion that while 

all rapes Ofe equal, some are more equal than others'; and in a move to introduce vital 

reform in the handling of rape and sexual abuse by the legal profession a Working 

Party was set up in Spring 1995 representative of a wide spectrum of women's groups. 

Formed in consultation with the Minister for Justice in response to the public outcry 

at the reduction of sentence in the 'X Case' appeal, its terms of reference were: 

To investigate the legal and judicial process as it applies to victims of sexual 

violence and other crimes of violence against women. 

To review sentencing practice with particular reference to the body of research 

and knowledge which has been amassed in recent years. 

To review the issue of Separate legal Representation for victims of such crimes 

in the light of continuing public concern. 

To prepare and submit recommendations to Government and all other relevant 

bodies or groups with responsibility in the area of issues including: 

access to research; continuing information and In Service training for all those 

involved in the legal process; criteria for selection of judges with particular 

reference to achieving gender balance; Victim Impact Reports and their use at all 

,tages of the legal process. 

Funded by the Department of Justice, the committee will report back to the Minister 

in early 1996. 
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In addition to the perceived legal difficulties affecting rape:and sexual abuse victims, 

the work of the ReC is hindered by financial resources which are less than adequate 

to carry out its designated function, given the greatly increased numbers of victims 

seeking counselling and assistance. To bridge the gap between the statutory 

contribution and our outgoings we depend upon the support of the community at 

large. The Friends of the Rape Crisis Centre are a group of committed people 

dedicated to raising funds to cover our deficit. They, and we, continue to seek your 

help in confronting a social evil which, as recent revelations have made only too plain, 

claims more innocent victims at all levels of our society than most of us could ever 

have imagined. 

We would like to acknowledge the practical support 01 the following in the 

production of this report: 

The Department of Health, The Eastern Health Board, Bernard Share, 

Susan Kennedy, joy's Flowers, The Identity Business, Wood PrintCraft, 

The Scanning Shop. 


